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WE WON! adidas pays Kizone workers
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In a monumental victory, Adidas has agreed to compensate 2,800 Indonesian garment workers who were owed
US $1.8 million in severance pay following the closure of sportswear factory PT Kizone.

International campaigners and workers have forced German sportswear giant Adidas to
settle with workers who have been fighting for the money owed to them since April 2011,
when the factory closed down and was declared bankrupt.

While the contents of the agreement remain confidential, the former workers will receive a
substantial sum from Adidas. The settlement marks an amazing achievement and the end
to an international dispute given Adidas's prior refusal to accept responsibility and pay
$1.8 million in legally-owed severance pay.

We are proud to be part of such an agreement," said Aslam Hidayat, former Kizone
worker and Coordinator of the PT Kizone workers coordinating committee, "but most of all, we are relieved that our families will be receiving the
funds that they need so desperately.”

The campaign, headed by Kizone workers in Indonesia and labour rights activists worldwide, including the Clean Clothes Campaign in Europe, as
well as People and Planet, SumOfUs.org and War on Want, featured repeated public actions throughout 2012, calling on Adidas to pay the
workers and respect their human rights. In April 2012, on the first anniversary of the severance violations, activists delivered a petition featuring
over 50,000 names from around the world. European activists also utilised social media in the campaign, dominating the “adidas originals”
facebook page for a week by posting thousands of comments demanding action. University campuses in the UK and USA have held protests and
passed student union motions against adidas, as well as twelve US universities severing ties with Adidas.

Mirjam van Heugten from Clean Clothes Campaign says: “The success of this campaign shows the power of worker solidarity and indicates what
international consumer pressure can achieve. This case sets a precedent, and is the first time that Adidas has paid severance to workers. There is
enormous power when unions, workers and consumers unite, and it's time that global brands take responsibility and respect the human rights of
the workers throughout the entirety of their supply chain. As we celebrate this victory alongside PT Kizone workers and activists worldwide, we
hope there won't be the need for further campaigns such as this one.”
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Japanese retail giant Uniqlo shows contempt towards garment workers just prior to AGM

On 14 November 2018, Uniqlo walked away from a mediation process in Jakarta without making any ...

Clean Clothes Campaign files complaint against Adidas for breaching OECD guidelines in Indonesia

Indonesia Factsheet February 2015

Top global sports brands adidas and Mizuno shamefully defy international standards on workers’ rights in Indonesia

Clean Clothes Campaign issues the following statement in response to the refusal of adidas and ...

Open letter: After five years, it is high time to pay severance to 345 workers who made adidas and Mizuno shoes

Today five years ago, a group of Indonesian workers started a strike after their employer had ...

M&S, Bonmarché and Nygård should compensate Cambodian workers after factory closure

The sudden closure of a garment factory linked to UK and Canadian brands has left 208 workers in ...

German brands s.Oliver and Gerry Weber targeted by protesters in Indonesia

Two Indonesian trade unions organised a protest in front of the German Embassy in Jakarta today (30 ...

Activists demand UNIQLO pay workers what they are due

On International Women's Day a coalition of global campaigners are organising a series of actions ...

What happened to the workers in Indonesia?

Read the insights about the 346 women and men in Indonesia demanding fair compensation from ...

Nike, adidas and Puma's workers earn poverty wages to pay for European championship endorsements

The three main sportswear sponsors of the UEFA European championship 2016, Nike, adidas and Puma, ...

more ...
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